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Introduction.

One of the basic problems in protocol verification is the following:
data are to be transmitted from A to B via some unreliable medium M. A
protocol has been proposed for doing so correctly and perhaps efficiently.
A rigorous mathematical proof of the correctness claim is desired.

Now protocol verification aims at providing the techniques for giving
such a proof. Several formalisms have been advocated, but as yet none has
been widely accepted. For a survey of current research, see [2].

The framework we adhere to is Process Algebra. The first protocol
correctness proof by means of Process Algebra is in Bergstra and Klop
[41, where a simple version of the Alternating Bit Protocol is verified.

We have tried our hands at a more complicated version, called the
Concurrent Alternating Bit Protocol (CABP) and found that the number of
possible state transitions was prohibitively large. In this paper we
propose a divide-and-conquer strategy. We group processes into modules,
describe and verify their behaviour and finally combine there. For
different approaches, see [8], [9], [101 and [111.

The structure of this paper then, is as follows:
1. The Concurrent Alternating Bit Protocol
2. The modular approach
3. Modules
4. A verification of CABP
5. References
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1. The Concurrent Alternating 'Bit Protocol.,

1.1. Architecture.
The architecture of the protocol can be depicted as in fig 1.1:

fig 1.1

There are six components:

A: Data transmitter. A ,reads data from port 1 and transmits them
repeatedly via channel. K until an` acknowledgement has been received
from D.

K: Data transmission channel. K transfers data from A to B and may make
two sorts of mistakes: a datum may be corrupted, i.e. changed into
some error value a recognizable as such, or it may be lost altogether.
However K is supposed to be fair in the sense that it will not make
infinitely many mistakes consecutively.

B: Data receiver. '13, receives data from K, outputs them at port 4, and
sends an acknowledgement to C via port 5.

C: Acknowledgement transmitter. C receives an acknowledgement from B
and repeatedly transmits it via' L to D.

L: Acknowledgement transmission channel. L transfers acknowledgements
from C to D. It makes similar mistakes as K.

D: Acknowledgement receiver. D receives acknowledgements from L and
passes them on to A.

1.2. Remarks.

1.2.1. One might, propose to collapse A and D into a sender process, and B
plus C into= a receiver process. The resulting processes would be more
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complicated and in the correctness proof we would have to decompose
them again. Consequently, we present them as separate processes in the
first place. Of course, if the reader feels more comfortable when he
thinks of A and D as running interleaved on the same physical processor,
he is free to do so.

1.2.2. This version of the Alternating Bit Protocol is called "concurrent"
to emphasize the fact that A and. C do not wait for a negative response
before retransmitting. The idea is that one can freely retransmit in what
otherwise would have been idle time, whereas performance gain will
occur if the channel malfunctions, because in this version retrans-
missions start earlier and occur more often.

1.2.3. In [41 it was assumed that neither K nor L ever "forget" a datum,
whereas in [ 1 11 a timeout mechanism was added to overcome such a
mishap. In Petri-net terms, those protocols pass around a single token. If
it ever gets lost, things stop moving, unless a, -time-out mechanism
introduces a fresh token.

In the CABP Protocol however, processes -and C keep on firing, so
that the -rest even has to throw, away many, tokens to_ prevent the system
from being flooded. In any case, activity never stops, for C never waits
for input.

1..3.- Data and actions.

1.3.1.Data.

D is the finite set of data to be transferred from port 1 to port 4.
8 = (0,,1) is the set of acknowledgement bits sent at port 6.
Dxa the Cartesian product sets will be transferred at port 2.
Bu{ e}, where e is the error value, is used at port 7.
Dx5u(-e) may-,be- sent at :port 3.

f ac), where ac is an acknowledgement occurs at ports 5 and 8.
D = D u Dx 8 u (O, l , e, ac) is the set of all transferable data.

1.3.2. Actions.
For and pE(1...... 81 there are read, send and transfer actions:
r,( dp) : read datum d at port p.
s( dp) : send datum d at port p.
t( do) transfer datum d at port p
In fact t(dp) is a communication action: t( do) = r'(dp)J s(
-There are six more atomic actions. They are called Ik Jk, k; i1 jl and kI
and they are internal actions of K and L corresponding to internal choices.

:
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And, of course, there are the inevitable constants & and t.

The entire alphabet is then:
{r(dv), s( do), t( do) dED, 1 Spf8) U { ik, jk kk, i, ji kI}

5

The communication function +: AxA-A is:

31b = c if 3dED,pE{1...... 8}s.t. (fib) A c = t( p}

= 5 otherwise.
Two relevant subsets of A are-

}H = {r(d,p), s( do) I dc-D, ,E(2,3,5,8,7:,8)
I = { t( d,p) I I Kp58} U { ik, jk, kk; Il, jJ, kI}

The process we are investigating is t,44(A1IK11B11C11L11D), where A,....,D are
specified in 1.4.

1.4. The individual components.
We will describe each component twice, viz. by a state transition diagram
and by a recursive set of equations:

A:

A = Ao

Ab 2 1, d)' Abd
de 10

Abd = s(2,("d,b )) - A6d + r(8, ac) Al-b

A=

= r(

-
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K:

K = 2 r(2, x) jk-s(3,e)+ kk) - K
,re nx s

A3, o)

fig 1.3-

B = Bo

Bb= (r(3, e) + 2 r'(3,(d,1-b))) , Bb

2 r(3,( d, b)) ,s(4, c') s(5 ae) B1-b
deD

.s-(5, ac: )

u S(4, d)

4

r(3,(d 1 fl

B:

0

10

fig 1.4
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Note: a doubly labeled arrow

stands for two arrows

C:

C = C' ( not CO)

b

OU

Ch= r(5,sc:) C1- + 4(6,b) C`'

r5,3
s(6,O)

C1) r(5,a) (CO)

fig 1.5

L:

L = r(6,b) (i1 s(7, b) + j/ s(7, e) + kI) - L

fig 1.6

'(6 1)

7-

heB

s(7, b ) 0

s(7,e) it

7
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D:

D=Do

DL= = (r (7, e )+ / 7,1- .h)) ° D" +

r(7, i )
fl 7,e

r (D

1.5. Process Algebra.

(7,t)°s(S,sac)°D1

8

1.5.1. The reader is supposed to be familiar with Process Algebra, as
described in e.g. [3], For definiteness we list here the features used in the
sequel. The most concise description of this combination is

ACPt+RDP+RSP+CFAR+HA+SC+CA.

We will briefly comment on each of these features.

1.5.2.ACPt, the Algebra of Communicating Processes, with silent step.

This is the kernel system. Its signature is:

a

1I

4
ti

t

atomic action (aE A )
alternative composition (sum)
sequential composition (product)
parallel composition, (merge)
left-merge
communication merge
encapsulation (Hc- A
abstraction (IAA)
deadlock/failure
silent action

Table 1.

r(7,M-s(8,3c)Da_t

//_ 1

)

s 8, 3c)

/7,Q)
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The axioms of ACPr are in Table 2:

x+y+Z)+=x(x+y)+Z A2
x+x=x A3
(x+y)°z = xz+yz A4
(xy)z = x(yz) A5
x +8 x A6
8x = 8 A7

C2
8fa=6 C3

( =

any+yLx+xly
CM2

(ax)lL a( C113(x +z X119)x Z + CM4
(ax)% = (alb x CM5
aI(bx) _ (alb)x CM6
(ax)I(b)

:,X1
(a-lb)(x'fy). CM7

Y ) z + CM8
xf(y+z) = xly+xfz CM9

6,(a) = a if a4H D 1

a,(a) = 8 if aEH D2
c,(x + y) = c(x) + 44(y) D3
a,(xy) = c D4

XT-= x T1
tx + x '= tx T2
a(tx+y).= a(tx + y) + ax T3

( x)ILy
rx

t(xlly) TM2'
tlx. 8 TC1
xft=8 TC2
(tx)Iyy xly TC3
xf (y) = x,fy TC4

,,(t)t DT
ti (t) = t TI1
re(a) = 8, if a4I T12
ti(a) -= t,, if aEI, T13
TO + y) = ta(x) + t)(y) T14
tl(xy) = T15

Table 2.'

'ACPt is a complete axiomatisation of the identities` between finite

processes in the intended model (process .graphs modulo rooted t-
bisimulation). However, several desirable principles are not derivable
from ACPt, even though all of their finite instances are. Being true in the

intended model, they can be consistently added. In the next five
subsections we briefly explain those principles used in this paper. Some
of them have been simplified to facilitate the discussion as we will not
use the more general case.

1.5.3. RDP + RSP.. Recursice Definition Principle and Recursive
Specification Principle.

Suppose X = (Xi ( iE I} is a set of variables, where I is some index set.

Then a set E _ (Ei I iE I) of equations is called a soeeifieation of X if each

E is of the form X1=T1-(X), where Ta(x) is a, process term, over X.

A collection P = (Pi I) of processes is called a solution of E if it
satisfies all equations P1=T! (P). Notation: POE.

=
ax

9

=

Al

iE
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Usually one of the variables, say Xo, is highlighted to indicate that E

was devised to describe the behaviour of Po. As we feel that. this
highlighting practice does not clarify matters, we will ignore it.

It may be that the terms Ti in the right hand sides of E contain
variables from some' set Y disjoint from X. The elements of Y are then
called p3r3r7?eters of E. As before, if two sets P and 0 of processes
satisfy the equations Pi = T1(X:=P, Y: Q), then P is called a solution for

parameter values Q, notation PPT(Q).

Specifications are mostly intended to describe their unique solutions.
Unfortunately, a specification as described above does not necessarily

=X+a does not. A notion calledhave a unique solution. For example, X

giardevness has been developed, such that each guardel specification
does have a unique solution. The precise definition of guardedness is
rather complicated and an this paper we can manage w: th.a special case.

If the terms T, in the RH5 of a specification E are all of the form

2.a..T..+U, with a1 EA\{t}, Tij a term built from, AUXUY using only

+ and and U, a, term built from AUY, then E is guarded.

Readers not familiar with guardedness should either read (61, or
regard (x) as a definition.

Now RDP says that guarded specifications do have solutions, and RSP
says that they are unique:

Let E be a guarded specification., then:

XkE(Y) X'kE(Y)
(RDP) 3X: XI=E(Y) _(RSP)

X -` X'

1.5.4. CFAR, the Cluster Fair Abstraction Rule.
According to the latest insights, this, or at least the version without

the parameters Y', is just 'a'y consequence of Koomen's Fair Abstraction

Rule, see[ 114

Consider a specification E of the form (X,=2ja,,X1 + Yi f iE 13. Define a

relation R on XXX by putting` X1RXJ iff a termI a1 XJ With a1J $ occurs in T,

above. E is called a cluster if the transitive closure R of R is the trivial
relation XxX, i.e. Vi j:X1RXj.

I
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Pictorially a cluster, ,is ..a ,set,-,of- nodes in which each =node: can be
reached from anywhere in the set.

CFAR expresses a fairness assumption: if a process is in a state
within a cluster and there is a way out, the process will eventually get
out.

Stated more formally, if we abstract from the internal transitions
Kl-- aki, we will see `a silent move t, followed by one of the Y.

If E is a cluster as specified above, if IcA, if all of the a,i above are

elements of I, then:

'XlE(Y)

(CFAR)
rj(X;)

1.5.5.1.HA, the Handshaking Axiom.
This one is less finicky: Communication Is Binary.

(HA) xlylz = 5

1 .5.5.2. SC, Standard Concurrency.

The first impression one gets from these axioms is that they are easliy
derived from CMI-9 by induction. For finite terms this is true. For infinte
processes however, the induction Hence these equations are
introduced as extra axioms about the merge operators.

(x y) z= X(911z) SCI
(x ay)z = x I(ay[z) SC2
x yix SC3
x yllx 5C4
x I

Iz.)

_ ( X )Iz SC5
xll(yllz) = (xlly)llz SC6

Table 3.

1.5.5.3. ET, the Expansion Theorem.

Like the name suggests, ET is not an axiom but a theorem. It was first
proven, by Milner in [7] in, the context of 'CCS. In [3] it occurs as a theorem
of ACPt+SC+HA.

ET is intuitively obvious, but not easily formulated. It describes the
result of working out the parallel merge of a lot of processes, assuming
HA+SC. In fact, it is meaningless without at least SC4+6.

I1

=

1
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To formulate ET we need a little extra notation: if T={T1,.... ,Tn} is a

finite multiset of terms,then IIT =

If X is finite, then:

(ET) IIX = s x IL (il(X-(x})) } . (x1y) ll_ (ll(X-{x,y}))
XEX

x;y

1.5.6, CA. the Conditional Axioms.
CA is a set of seven rules, introduced in. [ 1 ]. The name refers to the fact
that the rules contain conditions on the alphabets above the line.

The alphabet a(T) of a term T is just the set of atomic actions in it.
To be more precise, it is the set of atomic actions T can potentially
perform. For example a(a6b + t(O(cd)) _ (a,d}.

a is defined by:

a(s) = 0
a (t) = 0
a(a) _ {a}
a(x+) = a(x) u a(y)
a(axJ = (a} u a(x)

Table 4.

The CA rules themselves are in table 5:.

a(x)I(a(y)nH)CH
(CA 1)

2,.,(xlly)=2(x1l2Vy))

cx(x)nH = 0

,(x) = x

H = H I UH2

o,(x)=c
1
°t'J1 2(x)

(CA3)

(CA5)

HnI 0

t1°c ,(x)=c7,°t1(x)

a(x) I(a(y)nI)=0

t1(xIly)=t1(xll(t y))

a(x)nI =;0

t1(x)=t11 °t12(x)

(CA7)

(CA2)

(CA4)

(CAN)

Table;

r1(x) = x

I = I
1
UI2

5.
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2. The Modular Approach.

13

2.1. Running example.

When irrelevant details are stripped off, CARP consists of six
processes looking like this:

fig 2.1

Here l j = 1t for those . that occur underlined.

We put P1, P2. P3, Q1, Q2, Q3 for A, I1, B, C, L, D, respectively. The

atomic actions have been given more systematic names, too.

c
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Now put H = {hl,h1...... hiol. H+ = H U {c, c d, d}, I = {h1°...... hio°,iI,....,i6},

and I} = I U
{c°,d°}.

CARP being a communication protocol,

should equal (0(ab)(0, where (Ox stands for "either x or vx". Due to a
combinatorial explosion, this is not easy to prove.

2.2. The CA axioms allow a significant reduction:

Put HP = (h1,hi...... h5).

HQ {h6,h6,..:.,hjO1, IQ = (h6°...... h1o0,i41is) id,
P = t1PH (P, IIP2IIP3), Q = t10o+Q (Q,11Q211Q3)

Then t1 (P111P211P311Q
111Q211Q3).

= t,aHaHp (P1 IIP211P311Q 11/02/10 3)

= t1 6HP (6HR(P111P211P3)IIQ,11Q211Q3)

= t1r? (44P(P,IIP211P3)IIQ,IIQ211Q3)

by CA5

byCA1

by CA5

= aNt,t,F (P11 Q(011102JIQ3))

= aHt, (PIIo,Q(Q111Q211Q3))

_ (Ht,t,Q (PIItHQ(Q,IIQ211Q3))

= 2Ht,t,Q (PIIQ)

= o,t, (PIIQ)
= t,aH (PIIQ)

= t, Q (6H (P111P2IIP3)IIQ,IIQ2IIQ3) by CA5

= t144410 (OR(P111P211P3)II ,Q(Q,11021103)) bycA1

= to (6WP(P111P211P3)11o Q(Q,11Q211Q3,)) by CA5

by CA7

= aHtit,P (oH (P1IJP2JIP3)II ,Q(Q,JJQ2JIQ3)) by CAfi

by CA2

by CA6

by CA6

by CA2

by CA6
by CA7

So we might first calculate P and 0 separately, and then combine them.

In = (h1°...... hs`,i1,i2,i3),

=

_

1 gQ211Q3)
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This would yield:

P:

fig 2.3

-15

When merging these processes, one finds that the edges marked with
a, crossbar (---+-) are redundant in the sense of Vaandrager, [ 1 I], i.e. they
do not communicate and are encapsulated. out of the picture.

It is evident that any edge that can be reached from the root only via
one of these redundant edges is itself redundant, too. Inspection of fig 2.2
and 2.3 shows that. this is the case in about 80% of both P and Q. So 80% of
these graphs is irrelevant information. We only need to know that they
look somewhat like this:

fig 2.2

fig 2.4
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Q:
C C

d
fig 2.5

16

Figure 24 and 2.5 are evidently much clearer than figure 2.2 and 2.3
and yet they contain all relevant information for showing t1,(PflQ) _

t-(abc '5d°)0

The rest of this paper is mainly devoted to formalizing these ideas.

2.3: in 2.2 -a process graph P was constructed and then it was argued that
80% of it was redundant and could be thrown away. Hence 80% of the
calculations needed to find P were redundant and should have been avoided.
That is, instead of laboriously deriving fig 2.2 and 2.3 from the CARP
specification and then simplifying, to fig 2.4 we should have conjectured
fig 2.4 from the informal description in section 1, and we should have
proved this conjecture by methods to be developed in section 3. In fact
this program will be carried out in section 4.

2.4. Figure 2.6 is a simplified version, of fig 1.1
1 4

fig 2.6

Recall that P is supposed- to communicate- at ports 1, 4, 5 and 8, in
that order, repeatedly. In this section we denote' these communications as
a, b, c and d, so a1 irstapproximation to P should be P"=

25. In 2.4 it was argued that P "should be" (abcd)0. Of course, it isn't. For,
if it were, process Q would notbe needed. 0 is to pass signals from port 5
to port 8. As these siggnals do not contain any information, all 0 actually
does, is to see to it that communication at port 8 occurs later than
communication at port 5.

P is ready to communicate at port 8-at any time after communicating
at 1. In contrast, the other ports of P only communicate when it is their
turn. We will call a port robust if it always awaits its turn before
communicating. Here its turn" is defined by a specification, so in case of
doubt we may have to talk about robustness relative to a certain
specification. For example, in process P, port 8 is not robust relative to

_
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P port 5 is not robust relative to abS and all ports are robust relative to
P itself.

As a general design. principle, whenever we connect two modules via
a channel, we will see to it that at least one end is a robust port and
hence blocks the channel when it should be inactive. Usually the robust end
will be thought of as sending the signal.

2.6. aef inition. A module specification 5 is a pair (F(S), (R(S)), where F(S)
is a process called the functional part, and R(S) is a subset of a(R(5))
cal I e d the robustness set.
Think of a module specification as describing an -imperfect black box: F(S)
describes the intended behaviour, and R(S)- describes possible deviations
from F(S).

Examples: Sp ( (abcd)O, {a,b,c}: ); SQ = (`(c d), {d} ).

Processes P and Q are to implement SP and SQ respectively.

2.7. In section 3.8. we will define a notion of "P implements M", define an
algebraic criterion for this relation, describe how modules are assembled
into larger modules, and prove that a robust module meets its
specification.

2.8. Remark. The terms "specification" and implementation" are meant to
suggest that module implementations., are interchangeable: if some

assembly of modules performs a certain function, then any

implementations of these modules will do the job.
For example, channels K and. L in 1.4 can buffer at most one item at a time.
It they are replaced by- channels with: a larger capacity. P and 0 still
implement SP and So, so the combination still works. .

,

=
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3_ Modules_

1S

3.1. Definition. A module is a .finitely: branching,= rooted, directed,
connected multigraph with two sorts of edges: and barred
(--+--t}. Moreover, both sorts of edges are labeled with labels from a
finite set A U(S,t).

3.2 Notation. M is the set of modules. If MEM, then
r(M) is the root of M, -

N(M) is the set of nodes of M,
E(M) is its set of edges,
a(M) is its alphabet, i.e. its set of node labels,
e: n m means that e is an edge from n to m labeled g
rf:n -m,,, means,: that rT, is .a .path from n to- m, and the

labels along rr other than ,r spell the word of A
If n=m, rr may be empty. Notice that o never
contains S.

(MEMI M contains no barred edges). Elements of G are
called robust modules

is' the usual notion of t-bisirnulation on G.

tirr denotes rooted t-bisimulation on G.

3.3. Definit'ion. With each module-, specification 5 we associate a module
M(S) in the following way:
Take a process graph G of;the;functi:onal, part E(S) of S, with Normal edges,
and add barred edges n-A-- for each non-robust action a(i.e. aEA-R(S))
and, for each node: n from which no edge n a -i emerges. The destination
of the barred edges is immaterial.

Example: M(SP) = M( ((abcd)O, (a,b,c}) ) becomes:

0 c d

d

d

b

00
d

fig 3.1

o

G =
.

-

a

a
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3.4. The, reader might. notice :that fig 11, contains one more - edge
than does fig 2.4. This is because fig 3.%1 expresses "P might always do d",
whereas fig 2.4 is based on a careful analysis of exactly when "P really
can do d". Apparently modules can deal with partial robustness, whereas
robustness sets cannot. This is why we study graphs rather than algebraic
specifications.

a

fig 3.2

In the sequel, our running example will be MP, depicted in fig 3.2. This is

the exact counterpart>of fig 2.4.

3.5. Definition. A: node k is called Ixip if its outgoing edges are
(precisely) k- 7_,k for all jE, i.e. loops labeled with all letters of the
alphabet A

In the sequel we will abbreviate multiple edges connecting the same
nodes, and in particular loops, by multiply labeled edges, like this:

3.6. Definition. We will need two operations from M to G:

({ : leave. out all barred edges, and.

!° : add° a l Dopy node , and rep lace 'each'"'

Example: If A = fa,b,c,d}, then is loopy.
U

f ig 3.3.

4----> by n Q.
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In these and all subsequent operations on graphs it is tacitly implied that
whenever a graph becomes disconnected, only those parts that can be
reached from the root are retained.

Examples.

0-4 c

a d

-fig 3.5

d

a

b

3.7.1..Qefinition. Let g,hEG. Then g h (pronounced "g enwlates h") iff
whenever a path rf: r(h)-p--aon can be lengthened to
r(h)-- --ten o gym, then all paths r(g) o -»k can be
lengthened to r(g) a -»k o

3.7.2. Remark. Note that if gth and there. exists a path r(h) o Win, then
there is at least one path r(g) o -»k, because the empty path
r(g)-£ -r(g) can be lengthened to r(g)-e -»r(g) o -»k, so the condition
"for all paths ..." never holds vacuously:

3.7.3. A more playful way to describe emulation is the following
two-player game:

Player H runs down a path in graph h. When he traverses a t-edge, he
remains silent, but when he traverses an a-edge, he says "a", and his turn
is over. Player G - runs- down a path in graph g. When H announces he
traversed an a-edge, G tries to traverse zero or more t-edges, and then
an a-edge. If he fails, he looses; if he succeeds, it is H's turn again.

Somre obvious. rules: both players start ,-at the roots of their own
graphs; they do not traverse S-edges; they do not reveal which path they

d 60

c04

d

V
00

c

-

-k.
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are following, but only the; labels they encounter; G wins if he does not
loose, etc.

Now g emulates h iff G cannot loose, no matter how stupid he may
play.

3.7.4. Examples:

fig 3.6

b \c

fig 3.7

_?c

Emulation is not reflexive, i.o.w. a graph does not necessarily emulate
itself:

a \ b b

fig 3.8

The rightmost {a> can be lengthened to
<a> can be lengthened to only

<a.b> whereas the leftmost

3.7.5. Remark. There are several notions of emulation simulation and
implemetation in the litterature. We invented this one while trying to
verify CARP and it turns: out that our notion is usable in this case.
Experience will show which notion is "best", most universal, easiest to
comprehend, etc.

a

ja

a

a \4
\40 0 O

--
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3.8. Definition. The main relation on MxM is called 1177 len tion:

MN o j1'11:-jN°j & -!N !, IM! :s

Examples:

U C, b !

0 C
b C

because

0
c

and

fig 3.9

00

22

fig 3.10

i)

b

d
60
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k d b

a

fig3.1 1

3.9. Lemma: and are transitive.
Proof: : Suppose g1 2 and g2tg3 and rr: r(g3) -"- n3--"-- k3 and

r(g n1. Then remark 3.7.2. grants a path

r(g )- n, Then there is a path r(92)- - new- - k2 by

the definition of , and hence r(g1)- ° "ni d -k1.

if P`'11kM2 and M2kM3 then 1M1 I-IM21 -1113) and 11131--!( !-1111!

So IM, Lt I M3 I and !M3!-IM,!, hence M1 kM 3.

3. TO: Definition'. A module is called concrete if it contains no t-edges,
and Meternninistic if no node has two outgoing edges
bearing the same label.

3.1 1.Lemma. If then g-S nt for some concrete deterministic h.

Proof: Recall that gtg means that if r(g) o --n1 and r(g) (1 -°n2
then n1 and n2 have the same outgoing paths. We identify all

such pairs,, thus turning all t-edges into t-loops. Knowing
that a t-loop bisimulates with a S-edge, we replace t-loops
by S-edges, thus forming h. One easily sees that g and h are
nearly bisimilar, i.e. they are , t-bisimilar except that
possibly their ::endnode labels do not match., We resolve this by
turning all endnodes into failures: it h-S. Clearly h is
concrete and deterministic.

3.12. Definition. A communication function I : A xA -A is called
tr, jecti e if there are three subsets f ' Co cA and
operations ", ° and --° such that:
i) C, C c° and {S,t) are disjoint;

ill) 0+

d

0 d
160

d

23

- k

-
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commutes (i.e. 3 =z7 (.Y°)
=

a, etc.);

iii) alb = a° if a CU and b=a,

S otherwise;
iv) a°= a = 8 if a4 CU Cc.

The operations etc. are extended to P(A) in the usual way, e.g. X
{x J XEXHS). In fact C and C° are examples of this usage. Note that in fact
.A= _C} A= C and .A° = C: °. Also note that trijectivity implies HA.

3.13. Fair FIFO queues satisfy an algebraic criterion [5.1, viz. X is a queue
iff where Q 'is a standard example of a queue,
and H and T are suitably chosen. In other words, X is a queue iff it behaves
like one in a suitably chosen test environment. In the sequel we will
generalize this idea to a large class of modules. In 3.14 we will define a
tester T(M) for such modules and in 3.20 we will prove

XkM modulo some reasonable restrictions.

3.14. Definition. Suppose the communication function is trijective.
Let M be a concrete module.
Now apply the following transformations to M:
1. For each nEN(M), and for each aEa(M), if there is

neither an edge n-a-, nor an edge n--A-4 r, then add
an edge n- --no to some new terminal node no. These

extra edges are called trips or trip edges.
Apply to all edge labels.

3. Apply to the graph.
The resulting graph T(M) is called the tester for M.
If S is a specification, T(M(S)) may be abbreviated T(S).

ii)

_-

=

2.
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3.115 Examples:. i) 5(Q) _ ((c d)", {d}).
d

M(Q)=M(5(Q))_ --}C --60
c

fig3.12

25

ii) A one-bit buffer B = (r1(0), s2(0)+r,(1)-s21(1))-B, were port 2 is robust:

fig3.13-

T(0)=T(5(0))=

fd c

d

M(B)-

( I

T(B):

(
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iii) Our running example-

NP,
T t c --

d

Tp =T(M

a ---4d
a c --00-60 a

fig3.14

D -
c

d

26

iv) Our tester for a robust queue over some finite alphabet d would have
infinitely many states, indexed by finite sequences over D:

T <> (s,(d) T < d> + r2(d))
dE D

T< d...., dr,>= r2( dt) T< d2,...., d n > + (S (dn+I) T < ,...., r2( d)

eD d; d,

Note that this tester is different from the one in [51 in that it

communicates at both ends of the queue.

3.16. Remark. It is possible to describe the transformation M--- MM)
algebraically, but this is not particularly enlightening.

3.17. In order to do anything nontrivial with modules, we need the whole
bunch of operations and relations traditionally defined for graphs.

3.17.1. The constructions for c' , and t1 can be copied verbatim from
[3].

3.17.2. the constructions for II, ([, and- I are the usual Cartesian product
constructions, augmented with a clause that diagonal edges representing
succesful communication are barred iff at least one of the composing
edges is.

a

:E

' '
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3. 1 77.3. The definition of nt is augmented with a clause that barred edges

should correspond to barred edges (bearing the same label, of course).
This implies.that" - edges can only correspond to t- edges.

3.18. Examples.

fig 3.15

fig 3.16

a{a)
a a

5

Q

fig3.17

C' b
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iv)

fig3.18

v>.

u

fig3.19

a

-r
b

a

a
la

a

28
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vi) M(Q)IIT(Q)
C - C

<`," fig 3.20

a

a

d

C

fig 3.21

= -

a

29

d
---a---c----

a

a

d
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d

Tii) M Q (vi ) _( )11 (

fig 3.22

ix)

c

d

3,0

fig 3.23

c

a

a

a

1a

I

a
a
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x) M(Q) IT (0)

d

xi)

fig 3.24

fig 3.25

-31

3.19.1.1_emma. i) _IMI 11 IN] I.MIIN'.I;..

i i) !M! II !N! MIIN

Proof: i) Follows trivially from -the definitions.
ii) Call a point in the Cartesian product graph semi-loopy if at

least one of its coordinates is loopy. If ]. is the loopy node in

U d

------------------------------------------------------------------ -----.

°

! 1
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!M! then any edge n-A--m in !N! will give rise to an edge
(Q,n)_ a+--a( .,m), and similarly with Wand M reversed Those
and the loops (, ,n)--147-;(.,n) are precisely the outgoing edges
of the semi-loopy nodes in !M!II!N!. Consequently, any outgoing
path from a semi-loopy node ends in a semi-loopy node
(possibly the same), and any sequence of labels can be obtained.
Hence we can bisimuiate !M!II!N! and !MIIN! by relating the

semi-loopy points in !M!fl!N! to the loopy point in !MIIN! and the

rest to "themselves".

3.19.2. Example:

i
!MIIN!=

------ j -----------.--------- -

----------- - -----------------------

----------------- ------------
C------------ --------- ------
i F

fig 3.26

=!M!II!N!

3.20. Theorem. (TEster Principle, or TEP)
Let M be a module, T=T(M) its tester, X any process.
Suppose: 1. Communication is trijective.

2. M is concrete and deterministic.
3. a(K)=a(M)c L:=,A i.e. X and M consist of communication actions

only. -
4. 44(XIIT)-S :n,, where H=a(M)ua M).

Then XkM.

M= 1a !M!=
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Proof: Abbreviate:: L := 2&(XIIT)'8, R := ,(`MITT)"5

33

(X(,--IM(:, Suppose a path rr :r(-1MI4-1,-*m1 can be lengthened to

Tr'M:r(IMI)=-o` -mi, o' -»m2 and , IX I also contains a path

rrX:r(IXi)-Q ,x1. IMI being concrete, we may assume w.1.o.g.

that d' is in fact a singleton «>. By constuction, T contains a

path ,rr'T:r(T). t2. Note that 3z8 In view of condition
3., (1° 3°Consequently, there is a path n'R:r(R) -mar 1=r2. Moreover
this r1 is unique, for trijectivity implies that-the decomposition

°=CV alai is unique, condition 3 implies that o can only come from
IM) and also that a(T)Ca M)c_- C so O can 'only come from T;
finally IM,I being deterministic implies that rrM is the unique

path labeled a, and that its tester T is also deterministic, hence
TfT:r(T)

a
.Dt

i
is the unique path labeled c3.

The presence of `paths rrX r(IX () x
1

in IX ( and riT ° -t1 in T
o°

gives rise to the. existence of, apath rL:r(.jLI) --»Q.1 in L. in the
bis,imulation relation asserted by ,ILI rtiRl, >z1 must be related

to r1 above, because the path r((RI) -»r1 in IRI is unique.

As r1
a

br2 there must be a path Q1
a -» -2. By tri jectivity

and condition 3 this can only come from a path,x1< 3> --x2 (and a

matching path in T, of course).
So we see that we can lengthen any path r(IX I }-- --x1 to

r(I0-0 -#x1 3> -*x

!M!,;.-IX! : Suppose a path Trx:r(!X!)--U --#x1 can be lengthened to

r(!X!)--°-*x1 We are to show that any path

r(iM!)---( -»m1 can be lengthened to r(!M!) -»m1 -#m2. !M!

being deterministic, this is equivalent to showing that !M!

contains a path labeled We distinguish . two. cases:

Case 1: !L! ,contains a path labeled d°o.' Then !R! does so, too.

Tri jectivity and condition 3 now imply that we can
"project" this path down to !Ml.

Case 2: We can. find some, possibly empty, initial segment Q°-1 of

060 in-!L! 44.a path bearing that label), 6°, maximal, but

shorter than (160. Consider the "projection" onto T:

r(T) Now t1 cannot be the end node of one of the

Abbreviate:

0 3

o

0

0

L-x2.
a

1
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trap edges added in step 3.14.1 for those edges do no
communicate with edges of M by construction (of T).
Neither do trap edges communicate with those of X by
condition 4. Consequently, a c.orrresponding path

r(!l'!!)- - r -gym r exists.

Now, since or is not all of oo, the rest of (1O must begin

with some atom 3 So now !X! contains a path
r(!X!)-- i-- xr <.7>-- x3 and !l,.! does not contain a similar

a

path r(!L!)-
1--41*

k - } y . Apparently, T does not contain

an edge tr From 3.14. we deduce. that this can only
happen if M contains. an edge m,-3. MI But then !M!

contains an edge mr a with rn, loopy. Hence we can

complete our path r(!M!}- r-- mg--` -gym a2-- m .

3.21. Remark. The role of the F's in condition 4 of 3.20. is not evident from
the proof, to say the least. Inspection of the proof shows that the theorem
also holds without them. In fact one can-derive that result more easily by
noting that it is just a weakening of 3.20. Stated differently, condition 4
as given is a weakening of the version without S's and consequently the
theorem as a whole is stronger than the variation.
For example, consider M = -o N = -o r -o--o.
One easily sees that NkM.

We calculate: T(M) = -4o
a

o;

L = 6(J.,7)(MQT(M)) = --o o
a

R = o(,? 9l(NIJT(M)) = -ao --.o 40.

We see that L and R are "equal up to leading is and trailing 8's".
Precisely this relation is expressed by L-8 -ic R-S.

3.22. Remark. The reader might wonder why we introduced these testers
when after all the relation k can read off from the graphs directly.
However, in our motivating example, CABP, the proposed implementation
is not given as a graph, but as a rather complex process term. To draw the
graph is of course possible, but we saw =in section 2 that it involves a lot
of work, and most of it is in fact redundant. The tester equation 3.20.4, on
the other hand,- encapsulates any redundant edge as soon as possible. That
way, we can keep the amount of work feasible. In section 4, we will
actually carry out this calculation.

o
r-

m r-

a
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3.23. Lemma. Let

Suppose:'' 0 communication is trijective: C1 C= C
i i) gLhi(i=°I;2);

iii) a(g1)_C, a(g2)CC

Then gillg2 - hi11h2.

Proof: First note that condition ii) implies that a(hi)ca(gd, and hence

condition iii) implies a(h1k[:, a(h2)CI'.

Next, recall that trijectivity implies that C, [: and C I C: are
disjoint.
The upshot of all this, is that each trace in g,11g2 (or h111h2) can be

uniquely decomposed into traces in g2 (hi and h2), i.e. we can

establish atom by atom where it comes from.
So if a path i1:r(h111h2) 0 - can be lengthened to

rt':r(h 1 I1h2) o _
d' --U we can find the unique labels o1, 02) ("l

and a 2 of the (possibly non-unique) paths rr1:r(hi) 0i--u
that "caused" W. In any case, there exist paths r(hdQ1;-- that can

be lengthened to

Moreover, each path r(g111g2) o -- "originates" from paths

r(g1)--- - also labeled (Ii. Now g1!zh1 implies that each such path

r(g,) _A---- can be lengthened to and therefore

each path r(g11192) o - can be lengthened to r(g111g2)--a--- - o ->

as was to be shown.

3.24. Theorem. (Modular Assembly Principle, or MAP).
Let

Suppose: i) communication is tri jective;
ii) MikN1;

iii) a(N 1)r, C, a(N2)2.

Then M111M2 k N111142-

Proof- IM111M21.1N111N21: This follows directly from 3.19.1 and 3.23.

!M1IIM2!-!N1IiN2!: Suppose, as always, a path r(M:r(!M1IIM2!)-a -. can

be lengthened to ri'M:r(!M111M2)-a - 0 and consider a
path rtN:(!N1IIN2!)- a There are three cases:

-L. rtN passes through the loopy node of !N111N2!. In that case the

result is trivial, because in a loopy node one can construct

°;--*
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any trace one likes.
?. TIN does not pass through the loopy rode, but M does. This

contradicts the fact that 1N 1 !--!M 1 ! and !N2!-!M2!, because for

entering a loopy, node,:.' in the merge, one of the components
has to go through a barred edge, thereby entering a loopy
node itself.
nM and N do not pass through loopy nodes. In this case the

proof of 3.23 works, using the observation that when rt'M

enters the loopy node in !Mt JJM2! we can choose to continue

this path in that component that caused the, loopy node (and

hence has a loopy node, itself.

3.
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3.25. Recall that barred edges are supposed to be redundant, i.e. we
intended them to occur in a context in which they cannnot communicate. So
if we encapsulate we expect all barred edges to disappear. Consequently,
the resulting graphs should be robust. As was to be expected, this is the
case in our motivating example, CARP:

0 c d

d b

a d

d

fig 3.27

11

-*X W--.If i -00
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a{c,c,d,df CABP

fig 3.28

3.26. Theorem. (RObustness Principle, or ROP).
If g and H are robust, then vg-6 = t h S.

38

Proof Robustness means that J g J =!g!=g and J h J =!h!=h. So boils down to
gLh and h-g.
Now define a relation R on N(g)xN(h) by putting
nRk :# 3QI(3rr:r(g) (I -ten) A (3rr':r(h)

.a
-uk)].

Then, if n1Rk1 and there is a path ni a'
°n2 in g, then h±g implies

that there exists a path ki
'
e

)--e*o. -n
and r(h) e*e -kr(

-#k2 in h, and so n2Rk2, for

2 2.g

The same holds with, g and h interchanged. In other words, g and h
are t-bisimilar, except possibly for their end-node labels. I.e.,

tgs=ths.
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4. A Verification of CARP.

39

4.1. Warning: This section contains nothing but boring calculations. In 4.3.
through 4.6. TEP is applied to CIILIID, in 4.7. through 4.10. it is applied to
AIIKIIB, and, finally, in 4.1 1. an algebraic reformulation of 3.25. follows.

4.2. notation. In 1.3. and 2.2. we named some subsets of A:

H = {r( dp), s( dp) I dED, pE{2,3,5,6,7,8} }

I =( t(dp)I dED,1SpS8}U{iA jk,kh; jl kl}
HP = {r( dp), s( dp) I dED, pE{2,3} }

IP=(t(do)I YED, pE{2,3}}U{,k, kk}'

HQ = (r( dp), s(vp) I dED, pE(6,7} }

IQ = (t( dp) I dED, pE{6,7} } U kl}

We defined P = t1Pa.,P(AIIKIJB) and Q = t,Q4,Q(CIILIID) and noticed that
CA 1,2,5,6,7- tic (AIIKIIBIICIILIID) =

In order to keep the text readable, we will refrain from using italics
from here on, we will simply write r(d,p) etc.

4.3. In the next four subsections we will verify that QkM(O).

According to TEP (3.20.), it suffices to show that

() t ` akQ(QIIM(Q)) - 8 = t ,Q(M(Q)IIT(M(Q))) 8

s(8,ac)
Recall that M(Q)= --6Q- l

r(5,ac r(5,ac)

r(8 ac)
and T(Q)=T(M(Q))=

s(5,ac)

r(8,ac)

fig 4.1

In order to calculate M(Q)IIT(M(Q)) we need some notation for the
barred r(5,ac)-edge of M(Q). We choose inspired by 2.2, where
barred edges were introduced to denote "r(5,ac), followed by some
unidentified process". More formally, barred edges communicate and are

il,

jk,

{ il, jl

7ZD
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encapsulated like their unbarred counterparts. At any rate, X should be

eliminable anyway.

4.4. We will abbreviate: 5 s(5,ac), 5 = r(5,ac), 5°= t(5,ac),
8 = s(8,ac), a =: r(8,ac), 8° t(8,ac),
T1 = T T(M(Q)) T2 = 8`T

1,

M1 = M(Q), M2 =

8 1 ); (X)
-00

5

(T.:8 (T2)

5

fig 4.2

So: T 1 = 5-T2+8,

T` = 1,

ml = 5'M2,

M2 =

Hence T, JIM
1

= 5 (T211M,) + ,8 M1,+.5 (T, IIM2) + 5- (T2II 12)

and T2IIM2 = 8 (T,1IM2) + 8 (T211M,) + 5 (T2I1X) + 8°' (T, IIM, )

Consequently 6(5.518.8)(T
i JIM 1) = 5 6(5.s.8.8)(T211M2)

and a(5.5 8.13)(T2IIM2) = 8 (5.5,8 )(T, IIM i ).

Therefore 44Q(T, IIM,) = 50 8°, c,Q(T i 11M, ).

So 44Q(T 1 IIM 1) = (56, 80)G)_

So the RHS of (*) reduces to t (5G.

`8°)w,

X1.5. In order to investigate D = tlQ ,Q(CIILIID), we will need quite a lot of

notation. Firstly, we abbreviate:

5 = s(5,ac), 6b = s(6,b) (b=O, 1), 7b = s(7,b) (b=O,1,e), 8 s(8,ac),

5, 5°,6°b,7°b,8°=t( , ).

=

=

.

' ' -

' '

S.

. .
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Net, we need names for all states of the processes involved:

C:

N C1

Cb= C1--b +6b Cb

fig 4.3

L.:

L = LI

L1 == 60° L®2 + 61° L1

it Lb3 +

Lb3
7 b°

L 1

L w ; ° L
4

g 1

41

fig 4.

C

= 3 j
v

0*----
J 1

(L4)
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D:

D = Dal

Db 1 = 7z; Db2 + (11-b+ .Z8) ' Db 1

Db2= 8 , D1-h1

(DO) (p1 )

fig 4.5

Finally, we introduce names for some relevant composite terms:

01,b,i (T1 II
C1-b

11 L(1
-b)

11 Db1)

D2,b,i = c (T2 II Cb L(1-b

i
11 Db 1)

Q3,b.i
= (T2 II Cb p L(b)i

II Db 1)

04.b.i o (T2 11 Cb 11
L(b)i

II Db2)

where b=O, 1, i= 1,...,4 and (b) is either b or blank, as appropriate.

42

I

t

= 6H i

II

6H
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4.6. Claim: c(TJIQ) =

.6.1 Claim: F t1Q(Q1.0,1).

Proof eH(TIJQ) = ok (TIJt1Qt,Q(CIJLJI)))

kilo (TIItjQoHQ(CIILIID)) by CA4

+T1Q (TlloHQtCllLllo)) by CA2.

t,Qal4 (TIIoHQ(CIII IID)) by CA7

= tlQ (T.IICIILIID) by CA 1

= t1Qo (T 1 IIC 1-°II(-1 Ild°

C1Q
(a1.0,1

4

4.6.2. Claim- t1Q(Q l b.;) = t--, 2 5 tlQ (Q2;b.1)
i=1

Proof:

Q l,b,2 = 5° Q2,b,2 + 11 Q
I .b.3-

1- 0-1,b.4 + k! - Q 1,b.
l

Q 1 b,1 !
50Q2,b,1 + 6-1-b' Q 1,b,2

Q U.3 - 5 °. Q2,b,3 + 701-b* Q l ,b, l

Q l ,b.4 - 5 Q2,b 4 + 7°g Q
i ,ti,1

We find that (Qlb1 is a cluster. Applying CFAR yields:

4'

tl (° 5° a2 b i)..
1=1

4

t 5°' t,Q(Q2b.1) 0
i=1

4.8.3. Claim: t1Q(Q2b) = (v) (0U, l )

Proof: Q2 n ,
=. t 4 ) - = 1 0

1

2,b,3 1-b 3,b,1
hence t,Q(Q2,b,3) =

12,b,4 7° Q3 bit hence tIQ(Q2,b 4) ' t'tlQ(Q3b,l )

02,b,2
= i l

- Q2,b,3 + } 1
.Q

2,b,4
+

kl 02b,1

hence t1Q(a2.b,3) = (t2+t

The claim follows.
Q(Q3,b,1)

43

=

i )

CA2

+ j

O e,

1...14)

tIQ(Q1,b,i) = t '

' 2

(T2IICbIIL 1

=

=

(t2+t2+t)'
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4.6.4. Claim- tjQ(Q3.b,1) ° t tt(Qi ).

Proof:.
°

03,b,1 6 1-b Q3,b,2

Q3,b.2 _ i 1' 03,b.3 + j l. 03,b,4 + k 1 Q3,b, i

03,b,4 = 7 °3,b 1

We f ind that {03,b,1 I i=1,2,4) is a cluster. Applying CFAR yields:

tI Q(Q3,b,1) = t tlQ (11 03,b,3)

= t tjQ (i 1 lab' Q4.b.1

- t3. t1Q (04,b,1)

t
t1Q (04,b, 1)

4.6.5. Claim:
4

t1Q(Q4,b,1) = t (t') 8°' 01 1-b
Here (t') is t' iff i=3,4.

i=1

Proof: Q4,b.l = 8°* Q1,b-1,1 + 6°b` Q4,b,2

04.b,2
=

8 °1.b-t,2 + 11 04.b,3 + )-1 °4,b.4 + k 1 04,b,1

50 Q4,b,1 and 04.b,2 form a cluster and (using CFAR):

tI Q(Q4.b' 1) = t . 't1Q(8 °: Q 1.b-1,1 + 84 Q
i .b-1,2 +

04,b.3
+ J i 04.b.4

= t t1Q(8°

01,b-1,1 + 8° Q1..b-1,2+ it ' 8°' Q`i,1-b.3 + jl 8° 01,1-b,4)

44

= t ' (8°'t1 Q(Q1.b-1,1)+8° tI Q(Q1,b-1,2)+t'8°`tl 0(01.1_6.3)+t'8°`t1 Q(01.1_b,4))

4

=t2(t')01,1-b,i
i=1

4.6.5. Summing up:

4 4

t1Q(Q1,b,i) = t 5° t1Q(Q2.b,i) = t 150' (t') tlQ(Q3.b.1) t . 5°, t ttQ(03.6.1)
1=i 1=1

= t . 5°' t ' t'0(Q4.b,1)

4

5'' (t;') 8 °' tQ(Q
i=1

50' t

,1-b,i''

4

(t') 8°'t1 Q(Q 1.1-b,i
1=1

=

`

' '

'

_ 3

'

'

0 8'

-

b-1 1
11 '

-

'

' ' =

= t ' ' t ' 2 _

= t '
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We find that tIQ(Q1,1-b,i) _ ... = t 5 tIQ(03,1-b,1).

Hence 2; 8°'tl Q(Q1.1-b) = 2; 8° t 50 tIQ(Q3

.45

= t 8° 5° tJQ(Q3.14.1) = t 8° t1Q(Q1.1-b.t ), say.

Consequently, tlQ(Q4.b,1) = t . 8° tlQ(Q 1.1 b1

and hence tIQ(Q 1.b.1) = t 5° 5° tIQ(Q 1.1-b,1).

Similarly, tIQ(Q1-bb 1) = t . 5° 8
0.

t1Q(Q1.1.1).

Hence both equal the unique solution of X 5° 8 X, which is

So the LH5 of N, being equal to
D

equals the RHS. This

proves (* ). .

4.7. In 3.4. we introduced two modules M(P) and P' differing by one barred

edge. For no specific reason, we choose to verify 13k1 in the next four

subsections. They will be rather similar to the last three.

According to TEP, it suffices to show

(*) t (PIIT(Me)) ' 8 = t - (t llT(MR)) S.

4.8. Notation. We will use abbreviations similar to those in 4.5, e.g. 2d,b =

s(2,(d,b)). Incidentally 5, 5 etc. have the same meaning as in 4.4 whereas
T1 etc. have not.

MP:

(M4) 5 (M3) 8 (X)

Q

4d

ONO

(M1)
-d (Mz.a)' $ (X)

fig 4.6

r = M1
Iy

'2,d
dED

r13

M3 =5M4+8
M4

t `

a

a

P,d =
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T(Mp ):

T(M) = T1 = d' T2.d+ 4d±5,+8
deD deD

T

T2.d= 4d, T3+2 ld+2-4-d.+5
dED d*d'

3
5' T4+21d+:4d

deD deD

T4 = 8-Ti+21d+ 4d+5
dED

One easily sees:
(T1IIM1) 1°d' ,(TZdIIM2.d)

dED

a,(T2,dl M2,d) = 4°d 6"(T311M3)

{,.,(T311113) =
5°.

) (T411M4)

,(T411M4) = 8 ,(T111M1)

Therefore the RH5 of (*) reduces to v (> 1 °d
deD

d.
56, 5°)()

46

T
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Like in 4 5., we repeat the relevant parts of 1,A:

A: (A1,e)

1j

A

A
1,b

_ L jd,d.b
dED

2d.l

fig 4.8

2,d.1'

2,d,b 2d,b 2,d,b
+ 8 A 1,1-b

k
(K4)

K K1

fig 4.9

2d.b K2.b.d
d,bEB

(K2.d.b )

"47

49.

'1,0

'

J 1
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K2,b,d
ik - K3,b,d + j k , K4 + kk K

1

K3,b,d = 3b,d K 1

K4 =3g,K1

B

B1,b

B1,O

" 3d,b B2,d,b + 3d,1-b Bt,b + e
deD

B2,d,b _ 4d B3,b

B1,b

48

83,b = 5 * 81,1-b

_

_
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Relevant composite terms are:

P'1;b.i.(d) =
6H(T1IIAI,bttKi.(1-b).(djjB1.b)

P2.bJA(d) = A(T2.dflA2.d.bl)Ki.(1-=b).(d))l11.b)

P3,b,i,(d) = 4(T2,dIIA2,d,bllKi,(b),(djIB l.,b)

P4.b.i.(d) _ 44(T2.dIIA2.d.bllKi.(b).(diIB2.d.b)

PS.W.(d) 44(T3IIA2.d.bllKi.(b).(dJIB3.b)

P6,b.i.(d) = 6H(T4I12,d,bllKi,(b),(djIB 1,1-b)

where b=0,1, dED, i=1,...,4 and (x) means either x or blank, as
appropriate.

4.10. Claim: (7- 1

4.10.1.Claim: A, (T(M.)IIP) = tip(P1,o,1)

Proof: entirely analogous to 4.6. 1.

4.10.2. Claim: tIp(P1,b.1) = 2.1 d .t1p(P2.b.1,d)
deD

Proof: straightforward calculations.. ,

4.10.3. Claim: P = P
2,b, 1,d 3,b,I.d

Proof: by definition. '

4.10.4. Claim: tIp(P3.b,1.

Proof: P3 b,1,d = 2°d,b' P3.b.2.d

t1R(P4.b,1 d)

P3.b,2,d = 1 k P3,b,3,d + j k P3.b.4.d + Ikk P3.b. I,d

P3.bA.d = 3 oe P3,b,1,d

49

We find that 4P3 b i d I i=1,2,4} is a cluster. We apply CFAR:

_

°d' 4°d' 5°' 80)x.

= 1 '

.

' '
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tip(P3,b,i,d) = r r1p(ik '
P3,b,;3,d)

= t t1p(i k ' 3" d.bP4,b,1 d) t ' tjp(P4,b,1,d) t ' tIp(P4,b,
l ,d

This proves the claim for i=1,2,4. it trivially holds for i=3.

4.10.5. Claim:
4

tIp(P4,b.l,d) = t ' 2 (t') 4°d' tlp(P5,d,i,b).
i=1

Proof:

Here (t') is t' 'iff i=3,4.

P4,b, I ,d 40d P5,b,1,d 200' P4,b,2,d

P4,b,2,d
d

P5,b,2,d + ik P4,b,3,d + J
k P4,b,4,d + k1'4 , P4,b, I ,d

Hence P4,b,1,d and P4 b,2,d form a cluster and (applying CFAR):

ti p(P4,b,1,d)

= t tip(-4°d' P5,b,1 d +40 dP5,b,2,d + i k ' P4.b.3.d + j k P4.b.4.d )

= t tlp(40 d'P5.b.l.d + 4°d P5,b.2.d
+ jk'4°d P5.b,4.d)

= t (4°d'tl p(P5.b.1.d)+4°d*tl p(P5,b.2,d)+t'4°d'ti p(P5.b,3.d)+t'4°dtl
p

= t 2i (t') 4°d' tJp(P4.d.i.b).

4

4.10.6.1.Claim: trp(PS.b.i,d) = t ' 2 (t') 5°' t1p(P6.d,j,b) for i=1,2.
j=1

5.b.4,d) )

Again, (t') is t'' iff j=3,4.
Proof: P5.b, l ,d = 5 ° P6,b, l ,d + 20bi P5,b,2,d

P5,b,2,d _ 5
°.

P6 b,2 d + i k ' PS,b.3,d + j k P5,b,4,d + kk ` P5,b,1,d

Again PS.b.l.d and P5.b,2,d form a cluster and, by CFAR:

tIp(PS.b,i,d) = t t1p(
5°A

P6 b 1A +
5°

Pb b 2 d + ik ' P5.b.3.d + jk - PS.bA.d)

= t zj (t') 5°' tlp(P6.,j.b), as before.

4.10.6.2. Claim: tip(PS.b.i.d) 5°' t1p(P6.a;r.e).;for i=3,4.

Proof: straightforward.

4.10.7. Claim: tlp(P6.d.i.b) =r 2 8°' tIp(Pt i-b.j.(d -

j=1

'

`
=

=

_ J.'1°d'
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

= t1P(P6.d,i,b)

4

,
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Proof: P6,d.1,b =
8". P1,1-b,1_ + 2°d,b

. 6,b,2,d

p6,b, t ,dP6.d,2,b = 8 ` P i ,1-b,2.d
+ i k P6;b;3.d + k P6,b;4d + k k

P6.d,3,b = 8. {? 1, l..b,3,d "! 3 °d,b P6,b,1.d

P6,d,4,b
8'

P 1,1-b,4 + 3 °e, P6,b, l,d:

We find that tP6,d.j,b i=1,...,4} is a cluster. Applying CFAR yields:

t1P(P6,dJ,b) - t tiP(2j
8° P

1. 1 -b.j.(d))

t 2j t1P(P 1.17b,j.(d))

4.10.8. ].Claim. t1P(Pl,b,4) t
`

21 1 °d' tIP(P2,b,1,d).
dED

51

Proof: P I ,b,4 = 2d 1 °d P 2,b,4.d+3
°e

P, ib,1 2d.1r 4d'3%- P2d+3 °e Ld
d'

P
2.b. 1,,d

Hence t1P(Pl.b,4) _ 2d 1 °d' t1P(P2b,l,d) + t ' d 1 °d' r1P(P2,b.i.d)

t ' 1 °d' tlp(P2;b,i,d). °

4.10.8.2. Claim: tlp(P1.b,3,d) =
t 1 °d

dED

Proof: analogous to 4.10.8.1.

4.10.8.3. Claim: t1P(P1.b,2.d)
= t ' 1 °

d'eD

tlp(P2,b, 1,,d

Proof:

P3,b, i ,d'

P l ,b,2,d = 2d'
10

d' P2.b,2,d,d' + ik ' P l ,b.3,d + j k ' P 1,b,4
+ kk ' P

l .b,1

_ 2d. 10
d'

O k ' P2,b.3,d,d. + j k ' P2.b,4,d' + kk P2,b, l ,d' )

j

8

-
°

= ` 8 ,

=

11

= 1

- 2 ,d).

t1P(P2,b, i ,d )'

:K

Pt ,b,3.d

Ft,b,2,d

°
1d.

°
1d,

*
P,b,2,d,d

P2,b.3,d,d'

3d,b

°

P 2,b,-t--,d----------b--------- s

1,b.3,d

'
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+ ik (2d. 1 °d' P2,b,3,d,d',- ±3-b,d _Pi,b,f)

+ j - (2`d 1 ad P2,b,,d'
3 °e

P f.b,1
+ k'k d

1
d'

R2,b,1,d

2d' 1 °d, ' O k ' 3 °d,b P2,b,1,d' + j k' '308
P2,b, L d' + kk P2,b,1,d' )

+ kk d, 1 °d,
P2,b,1 d'

The claim follows.

+ i k (7.d' 1 °d, 3 °b d ' P2
b i

d, +3°b,d d 1 °d' ` P2 b 1;d' )

+ j k (2d' 1 0d' 3 °e ' p2,b, I ,d' + 3 °e d' 1 °d' P2.b f d' )

4.10.8.4. We can summarize 4.10.2: and 4.1'0.8.1. through 4.10.8.3:

tlp(Pl.b,i,d) = (t') d,
P(P2,b,f,d'), where (t') is blank i f f

4.10.9. Summing up 4;10.3 through 4. i 0.8 we find:.

LI P(P2,b,1,d) ° tlP(P3,b,1,d) = t ' tIP(P4 b d 1) t2 4°d'
t1P(PS.b,I.d )

2
°

°t ' 2l (t) 4d t 2j (t)5 tlP(P5.b,j,d)

3 4°d' Ii (t-),5 0.
C1P(Po,bj,d)'

= T3 4°d' (t) 5 °' t
k

8:0'

tIP(P 1,1-b,k,(d))

= t3 4°d' t2 5 °' t 7-k 8°' tlp(PI,1-b.k,(d

= t3 4°d' t2 5 °' t k 8 °' (t')
d 1 °d ' tip(P2,1-b,1,d' )

t3 4°d' t2 50' . C 80 d1 °d rip(P2.1-b.I'd)

= t . 4°d. 56. 50, 2d' 10
d' tfP(P2,1-b,1,d. )

So if we denote ; 1

°d
' tIP(P2,b,1 d) by Pb then,

dED

Pb J 1 °d
4°d 5° 80 Pi-b.

and P1_b =
1 °d

dED

5°

52

So both equal the unique solution of X °d 1 °d 4°d 5° 8° .X, which is

(2d1°d'4°d'5°'8°).

'
` `

k ' +
,

I,b, I )

' ' '
`

'
`

'
' '

10d' '
i-1.

= ' :Ei (t')

= '

' t '
' t '

' ' '

' ' ' :E

' ' '

2

o '80
'Pb

' ' ' '
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4.1 0.10. Finally we are in a position to prove claim 4.10:

(T(Mn)IIP) = t1p(P1 0 1) 1 ud' Po = (7d °d
deD - deD

4.1 1. In this subsection we will calculate c,(f`1E,IIM(Q)).

53

>° - 8°;)"'. 0

As the notations from 4.4. and 4.8. collide, we have to rename some states.
We choose to rename the states of M(Q) to N, and N2. So:

y

Mr = M 1 = ` i- M2A
dc-)

M2,d 4d ' M3 + °
.

X

M7 = 5 M4 + 8

M-1 = 8. M,

M(Q) = N1=5° N,,

8.N1,+5

r)H(MRIIM(Q)) = d (M, IIN I)

= 2d --' a4(M2,dlIN 1)

Ld jd' 4d 4(M3IIN 1)

_ 7d jd, 4d S°°,(MgljN2)

`d' 5 8°, c,.,(M, IIN 1)

So we f ind that r3XMplfM(o)) = (2d 4d 5° 8°)(J

4.12. In the previous subsections we established PkM and QkM(Q). Hence,

by MAP, PIIQi M fIM(Q). Consequently, a,(PIIQ)kaE,(M llM(Q)), which was

shown equal to (2d 1d' 4d' S° 8°) . The hatter being robust, we may apply

ROP and find v6.,(PIIQ),8 = Since these processes are

perpetual, this implies t1A,,(PIIQ) = (t)(2d 1d 4d)w. This proves that CABP is

a correct communication protocol.

V

=
8

_ 2d id

_ld
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